Complex oxides exhibit many intriguing phenomena, including metal-insulator transition, ferroelectricity/multiferroicity, colossal magnetoresistance and high transition temperature superconductivity. Advances in epitaxial thin film growth techniques enable us to combine different complex oxides with atomic precision and form an oxide heterostructure. Recent theoretical and experimental work has shown that charge transfer across oxide interfaces generally occurs and leads to a great diversity of emergent interfacial properties which are not exhibited by bulk constituents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial oxide heterostructures can now be grown with atomic precision [1] . At oxide interfaces, charge transfer is a very general and robust phenomenon. With electrons moving from one oxide to the other, new charge configurations can be induced at the interface.
These charge configurations can be substantially different from those found in bulk versions of the constituent materials. As a consequence, at oxide interfaces new electronic, magnetic and orbital states emerge. A classical example of emergent phenomena in oxide heterostructures is the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface [2] , where a high mobility two-dimensional electron gas exhibiting magnetism and superconductivity is discovered at the interface [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , while both LaAlO 3 and SrTiO 3 are wide band gap insulators. During the past decade, designing new oxide heterostructures and seeking new interfacial phenomena have been a focus of condensed matter physics [9] [10] [11] . The exciting new discoveries pose a challenge for theory:
can we reliably describe and predict charge transfer phenomena in oxide heterostructures, in particular when constituting oxides are strongly correlated?
In this report, we discuss charge transfer effects at oxide interfaces. We first distinguish three important mechanisms of charge transfer in oxide heterostructures: 1) polarity difference; 2) occupancy difference and 3) electronegativity difference. For the first two mechanisms, we briefly discuss representative examples since excellent reviews are already available [1, [12] [13] [14] . We focus on the last mechanism and present a comprehensive review of various examples and different emergent phenomena arising from interfacial charge transfer.
Next we briefly describe theoretical methods that are widely used in literature to calculate charge transfer in oxide heterstructures and discuss the theoretical challenges pertinent to descriptions of charge transfer in strongly correlated materials. Finally we present a summary and our perspectives for the field of oxide heterostructures. Space limitations and the rapid development of the field mean that the review can not be comprehensive. We apologize to those whose work is not included here.
In this review we focus on an important class of transition metal oxides: perovskite oxides.
Their atomic structure is shown in Fig. 1A . The atom on the corner of the cube is called A-site atom, which is either an alkaline earth metal or a rare earth metal. The atom at the center of the cube is called B-site atom, which is a transition metal. Each transition metal atom is surrounded by six oxygen atoms which are at face-center of the cube. As we form an oxide heterostructure using two perovskite oxides, we need to choose a stacking direction.
In this review, unless otherwise specified, we focus on (001) interfaces, which are shown in 
II. OVERVIEW OF CHARGE-TRANSFER MECHANISMS
The materials separated by an interface will generically have different electronic properties, and therefore different chemical potentials (measured, say, relative to the vacuum level) and this difference will generally lead to charge flow across the interface. With the transferred electrons, the physical and chemical properties of the constituent oxides close to the interface can be fundamentally different from bulk properties because the transition metal d occupancy is changed.
In the context of oxide interfaces, it is useful to distinguish three driving mechanisms all of which contribute to the chemical potential difference: polarity difference, occupancy difference and electronegativity difference. The classification of different charge transfer mechanisms is not unambiguous. In fact, different mechanisms are closely related and sometimes intertwined. The classification is nonetheless useful, because charge transfer across oxide interfaces always occurs to compensate for some type of "discontinuity", and our classification lists the three most relevant types.
A. Polarity difference
In this review, a polar material is understood as an insulator (polar metals have recently been experimentally synthesized [15, 16] , which however goes beyond the scope of our current discussion) such that along a certain direction, in the form of a stoichiometric thin film, an average internal electric field develops. Correspondingly, a nonpolar material is an insulator such that in the stoichiometric thin film, along the given direction, the internal electric field is averaged to zero. For example, stoichiometric (001) LaAlO 3 films are polar because they are composed of alternating (LaO) +1 and (AlO 2 ) −1 layers, while stoichiometric (001) SrTiO 3 films are nonpolar since they consist of alternating (SrO) 0 and (TiO 2 ) 0 layers. However, we note that along the (110) direction, SrTiO 3 can be considered as polar because of the alternating (SrTiO) 4+ and (O 2 ) 4− layers.
We focus on [001] as the stacking direction. Fig. 2 illustrates the interface between a polar material and a nonpolar material. An average internal polar field E = dV dz is developed in the polar material along the [001] direction. The potential difference between one side of the polar material and the other side is proportional to the thickness of the material d.
Therefore as
electrons can tunnel from the surface to the interface (∆ 1 is the band gap of the nonpolar material and ∆ 2 is the band gap of the polar material). As a consequence of charge transfer, electrons emerge in the conduction band of the nonpolar material (if ∆ 1 < ∆ 2 ) or in the conduction band of the polar material (if ∆ 1 > ∆ 2 ) and holes appear in the valence band of the polar material (on the surface). The smallest value of d that satisfies Eq. (1) defines the critical thickness. For the n-type LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface, the experimental critical thickness is 4 unit cells [3] . As d is above the critical thickness, the two-dimensional electron/hole gas at the interface and surface counteracts the internal field in the polar material. The sheet density of electrons/holes increases with the thickness d of the polar material and approaches the saturation value as 1/d when the internal polar field is completely compensated [17] [18] [19] .
However, we need to make two important comments:
1) we note that Eq. (1) is based on the assumption that valence bands are perfectly aligned. If there is a significant band misalignment between the polar and the nonpolar materials, Eq. (1) needs to be refined. However, the general picture that charge transfers from one side of the polar material to the other side above a critical thickness remains qualitatively the same.
2) the polar catastrophe mechanism provides one way to compensate the internal polar field. However, as the thickness d of the polar material is large enough (in the limit of bulk materials), other compensation mechanism will be in play, such as vacancies, interstitials and adsorbed molecules. The conduction does not necessarily emerge at the interface. This is ascribed to the competition between correlation effects and kinetic energies. We will discuss it in more details in subsequent sections.
C. Electronegativity difference
The third mechanism is the difference in electronegativity of dissimilar transition metal M . Loosely speaking, electronegativity (or sometimes referred to as electron affinity) is a measure of the energy gain (or cost) of moving an electron from a reservoir to the ion in question; of course the value of the electronegativity depends on the choice of reservoir and on the valence of the ion. The electronegativity, defined at constant valence, decreases as one moves from left to right across the transition metal series and the differences in electronegativity play an important role in the magnitude of the charge transfer. As a rough rule of thumb, we observe that the greater the electronegativity difference, the greater the magnitude of the charge transfer. To make these considerations more specific and quantitative, we first remark that in transition metal oxides, one may think of the O 2− as providing the reservoir. Thus the electronegativity is in essence the energy separation between transition metal d and oxygen p states, which is often referred to as the charge transfer energy [20] .
In many oxide superlattices, the oxygen states approximately align across the interface so that the electronegativity difference translates directly into a contribution to the chemical potential difference and can drive charge transfer, as shown in Fig We note that similar to the previous discussion, we perfectly align the O p states across the oxide interface in Fig. 4 , which is an oversimplification: although the oxygen states form a continuous network the energies do not exactly align across interfaces. However, the simplified picture provides a very useful way of understanding the results of detailed calcuations.
III. POLARITY DIFFERENCE (POLAR CATASTROPHE)
The charge transfer mechanism of polarity difference at oxide interfaces is commonly known as the "polar catastrophe". The term becomes commonly used after Ohtomo and Hwang synthesized LaAlO 3 thin films of a few unit cells thick on SrTiO 3 substrates with a TiO 2 termination and discovered a high-mobility electron gas at the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface [2] . While the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface (to be more precise, the one with LaO/TiO 2 termination, sometimes referred to as the n-type interface) is just one example of the "polar catastrophe" mechanism [21] , it is an important special case which has stimulated numerous theoretical and experimental works, and led to many unexpected phenomena including magnetism [5, 7, 8] , superconductivity [4, 6] and tunable Rashba spin-orbital interaction [22, 23] . We refer readers to the excellent review papers that have already appeared in literature [1, [12] [13] [14] .
However, we want to comment that while the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface is the prototype of the"polar catastrophe" mechanism, accumulating evidence shows that the "polar catastrophe" mechanism alone can not explain all the observed experimental results. For example, early experiments failed to observe the average internal polar field in LaAlO 3 [24] . Later experiments do report an internal polar field, but the magnitude is only 80 meV/Å [25] , smaller 6 than the first-principles calculations by at least a factor of 2 [17, 26] . This implies that in addition to charge transfer, other mechanisms can also screen the internal polar field, leading
to smaller values than theoretical predictions. Recently a polarity-induced defect mechanism was proposed to account for both conduction and magnetism at the LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface [27] . Chambers et. al. [28] show that at the (100) LaCrO 3 /SrTiO 3 interface, a potential gradient within the polar material LaCrO 3 is sufficient to trigger a charge transfer, which one would expect to lead to conduction. However, the interface is experimentally found to be insulating. The insulating behavior was attributed to cation-intermixture.
All these results show that at a general polar-nonpolar interface, the "polar catastrophe"
picture which is based on the ideal atomic structure probably is not the only mechanism in play. Atomic reconstruction, such as cation intermixture, various types of vacancies and point defects, are very likely to occur.
IV. OCCUPANCY DIFFERENCE
The charge transfer mechanism of occupancy difference between oxide interfaces are closely related to the "polar catastrophe" mechanism. However, we use this classification to refer to one particular type of superlattices which have been under intensive study. [14] . Here we briefly review these important examples and mention some points that from our perspective deserve attention for future research.
Ref. [29] shows that as a few unit cells of Mott insulator LaTiO 3 are embedded into a band insulator SrTiO 3 matrix, electrons move from the Ti atoms in LaTiO 3 to the Ti atoms in SrTiO 3 , providing emergent conduction at the interface. Similar phenomena have also been
reported for a few unit cells of Mott insulating GdTiO 3 embedded into an SrTiO 3 matrix.
The carrier concentration at this interface is even higher [35] . Ref. [30] shows that charge transfer and conduction are general features at the interface between a semi-infinite Mott insulator and a semi-infinite band insulator. However, if we change the geometry, different phenomena can emerge. Refs. [36] shows that if we insert only a single RO layer in a SrTiO 3 matrix, and if R = La, Pr and Nd, conduction appears at the interface, but if R = Sm and Y, the interface remains insulating. Ref. [37, 38] study another related geometry: they consider inserting SrO in a Mott insulator GdTiO 3 matrix and both theory and experiment find that due to extreme quantum confinement, a dimer Mott insulating state can be stabilized.
The second example is (LaMnO 3 ) m /(SrMnO 3 ) n superlattices with different Sr/La ratio (by varying m and n). An important case is that m = 2n, which deserves special attention [39] . For (LaMnO 3 ) 2n /(SrMnO 3 ) n superlattices, as n increases from 1 to 5, a metalinsulator transition occurs (for n ≤ 2, the interface is metallic and for n ≥ 3, the interface becomes insulating) [40] . For the nature of insulating states, Ref. [40] suggests that a finite peak does exist in the density of states at the Fermi level but it is localized by disorder. A recent experiment [31] proposes that it is the quantum fluctuation that disrupts the coherence of metallic states, giving rise to the insulating properties observed in n ≥ 3 superlattices.
However, theoretical work [41, 42] shows that within a reasonable range of parameters, the ideal interface between semi-infinite LaMnO 3 and semi-infinite SrMnO 3 should be metallic.
In Ref. [33] the authors synthesize (LaVO 3 ) m /(SrVO 3 ) 1 superlattices (m varies from 2 to 6) and find that the superlattices have a net magnetization up to room temperatures due to the geometrically confined doping. However, the authors of Ref. [34, 43] show theoretically that the experimentally determined crystal structure of LaVO 3 /SrVO 3 superlattices is not favorable to induce ferromagnetism. They propose that large amplitude of oxygen octahedral rotations would be needed to stabilize a ferromagnetic state.
We note that for these ( usually show three dimensional conduction, the emergent conduction in superlattices is confined to interfaces and exhibits two dimensional character, which may be more useful for device development.
We also need to mention that in many systems, both charge occupancy difference and polarity effects will contribute to the charge transfer. The LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 and LaTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 [29] , GdTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 [46] systems provide useful examples. In the former, the Al valence is the same in all layers and the charge transfer depends strongly on the thickness of the polar LaAlO 3 layers, becoming negligible for less than 4 unit cells, so here the charge transfer is entirely driven by polarization effects. In the latter systems the amount of charge transfer depends on the thickness of polar LaTiO 3 (or GdTiO 3 ) layers but does not vanish even for 1 monolayer. Furthermore, the near interface Ti ions in the LaTiO 3 (or GdTiO 3 ) have a valence different from that of the Ti farther from the interface; thus both mechanisms contribute in this system.
V. ELECTRONEGATIVITY DIFFERENCE
In this section, we present a detailed review of electronegativity-driven charge transfer in oxide heterostructures. We focus on the following interfaces [47] . LaAlO 3 /LaNiO 3 is another example [48] . This situation is called quantum confinement which reduces the band width of transition metal ions and also leads to emergent phenomena, but it goes beyond the scope of our current paper and we refer the readers to other review papers [49] . Next we discuss a LaTiO 3 /LaNiO 3 /insulator tri-component superlattice [53] . The moti-vation of designing such a new superlattice is to engineer an unprecedented orbital state in Ni atoms (in addition to the change in charge states) [54, 55] . As in the LaTiO 3 /LaNiO 3 superlattice, nominally one electron transfers from Ti to Ni in the tri-color superlattice, which leads to a Ni d 8 occupancy with a full t 2g shell and two electrons in the e g shell. However, they have fundamental difference. As Fig. 8 shows, in the LaTiO 3 /LaNiO 3 superlattice, the two electrons in the Ni e g shell form a high-spin S = 1 state, while in the tri-component superlattice, the two electron in the Ni e g shell form a low-spin S = 0 state. The highspin/low-spin configuration is determined by the competition between Hund's coupling J and crystal field splitting ∆, which is the energy difference between Ni d Fig. 11A illustrates such a charge-transfer-driven spin transition. The theoretically calculated density of states shows an empty Ti t 2g shell and a fully occupied Fe t 2g shell. Experimentally, by using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the authors of Ref. [58] confirmed the rearrangement of the Fe 3d bands and revealed an unprecedented charge transfer up to 1.2 ± 0.2e − per interface unit cell in the LaTiO 3 /LaFeO 3 heterostructures.
In YTiO 3 /YFeO 3 superlattices, a similar charge transfer from Ti to Fe is also found in theory [59] . However, in contrast to the LaTiO 3 /LaFeO 3 superlattices, a robust high-spin state is found in the YTiO 3 /YFeO 3 superlattices, probably due to the small ionic size of Y which leads to a smaller bandwidth of Fe d states and favors the high-spin configuration.
In addition to the high-spin state, hybrid ferroelectricity with a polarization P ∼ 1µC/cm We note that in Ref. [58, 60] Fig . 12A shows the transport properties of (LaMnO 3 ) 2 /(LaNiO 3 ) n superlattices. As n decreases from 5 to 2, a metal-insulator transition occurs. In particular, in experiment the (LaMnO 3 ) 2 /(LaNiO 3 ) 2 superlattice exhibits strong insulating behavior. Fig. 12B shows the optical conductivity of (LaMnO 3 ) 2 /(LaNiO 3 ) n as a function of n, temperature and frequency. Similar to transport measurements, the low frequency optical conductivity substantially drops as n decreases from 5 to 2. In both Ref. [61] and Ref. [62] , the authors ascribe the observed metal-insulator transition to the charge transfer from Mn to Ni.
Such a charge transfer in confirmed in first-principles calculations [63] . However, for both [64] and experiment [65, 66] . The inconsistency between theory and experiment on LaMnO 3 /LaNiO 3 superlattices implies that the interface may not be atomically sharp and disorder such as antisite defects [67] could play a role in inducing the insulating state. Further research, in particular characterization of interfacial atomic structure using high-resolution electron microscopy, may help to resolve the problem.
We note here that for LaMnO 3 /LaNiO 3 interfaces, in addition to (001) stacking direction, (111) interfaces have also been synthesized and studied [68, 69] . Ref. [68] Substantial charge transfer not only occurs to atomically sharp interfaces in superlattices, but also in double perovskite which are bulk compounds that are based on two single perovskite oxides (see Fig. 13 for the atomic structure). Fig. 14A shows that a Mott gap is opened in bulk SrMnO 3 . Fig. 14B shows that bulk SrVO 3 is paramagnetic metallic with V t 2g states at the Fermi surface. The panels C of Fig. 14 show the spectral function of (SrMnO 3 ) 1 /(SrVO 3 ) 1 superlattice. In Fig. 14C1 , the Mn e g states are partially occupied, which leads to emergent metallic behavior on Mn atoms in the superlattice. In Fig. 14C2 
G. Antisite defects
In this sub-section, we discuss antisite defects at oxide interfaces, which turn out to have close connections to charge transfer [67, 76] . Antisite defects in which atoms exchange places across an interface may be important. Here we focus on one particular type of antisite defect: at the interface between two semi-infinite perovskite oxides, two B-site transition metal ions interchange their positions. As Fig. 16A shows, if substantial charge transfer occurs across the interface, the BO 6 oxygen octahedron that donates the electron shrinks its volume, while the B O 6 oxygen octahedron that accepts the electron expands its volume. If the interface remains atomically sharp as in Fig. 16B , some BO 6 oxygen octahedra (electron donors) are under tensile strain, while other B O 6 oxygen octahedra (electron acceptors) are under compressive strain. However, if antisite defects are induced at the interface (see Fig. 16C ), the volume disproportionation will be naturally accommodated, which thus significantly reduces the internal strain. This indicates that significant charge transfer across oxide interfaces is a fundamental thermodynamic driving force to induce antisite defects.
In Ref. to reduce the bond disproportionation of the purple oxygen octahedron and to induce a bond disproportionation in the blue oxygen octahedron. To reduce the elastic strain, the ideal interface with no antisite defects is thermodynamically favored.
We summarize that antisite defects are strongly associated with geometry constraints, which in turn are controlled by the charge states of transition metal ions and are therefore closely connected to charge transfer. Antisite defects are favored at oxide interfaces if the defect allows the system to accomodate volume disproportionation induced by charge transfer. On the other hand, if the ideal (un-defected) interface can accomodate bond disproportionation due to Jahn-Teller distortions (perhaps also due to charge transfer), antisite defects are disfavored.
VI. THEORETICAL CHALLENGES
In this section, we briefly review the theoretical methods that are used to calculate oxide heterostructures and discuss the challenges faced in order to better understand chargetransfer-driven phenomena at oxide interfaces.
The key quantities to calculate are the band alignments between occupied and unoccupied states in bulk materials and between similar states on opposite sides of an interface.
Therefore, the biggest challenge is to develop a method with no fitting parameters that calculates electronic structure of realistic materials (including complex heterostructures).
Currently, density functional theory (DFT) [77, 78] with local density approximation (LDA) [79] and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [80] is the workhorse to calculate the crystal structure of oxide heterostructures. Because this method gives access to the energy as a function of atomic positions, it can capture complicated distortions in oxides, including oxygen octahedral rotations, ferroelectric displacements and metal-oxygen bond disproportionation. However, DFT is a ground state theory which (with the exact exchange correlation functional) yields the correct ground state energy, its charge density and crystal structure (after atomic relaxation). The DFT-calculated electronic structure (band structure and density of state) that is based on fictitious Kohn-Sham orbitals is in principle unphysical and therefore band alignment need not be correct. In practice, for weakly correlated materials such as band insulators, the DFT-calculated electronic structure is qualitatively reasonable, but quantitatively it underestimates the size of band gaps by 30-50%. However, for strongly correlated materials including transition metal oxides, the DFT-calculated electronic structure can be qualitatively incorrect (DFT predicts a metallic ground state for various Mott insulators). Since DFT can not accurately calculate energy separation between metal d and oxygen p states in many strongly correlated oxides, in oxide heterostructures DFT can also make incorrect predictions on the band alignment of d states between two different transition metal atoms, which is the key variable to control charge transfer phenomena.
In order to improve the electronic structure calculated by DFT, various extensions and more sophisticated many-body theory methods have been used in literature. One of the most widely used extension is DFT plus Hubbard U and Hund's J corrections, commonly known as the DFT+U method [81, 82] . In this method, the correlation effects are treated in a static mean-field approximation. The biggest advantage of this method is that its computational scaling is almost the same as standard DFT calculations and atomic relaxation can be performed within the method. However, Hubbard U and Hund's J are element-dependent and are fixed phenomenologically. More importantly, DFT+U method is a static mean field approximation that can not describe many important dynamical correlated phenomena, such as the Mott insulating state. DFT plus dynamical mean field theory (DFT+DMFT)
is another major extension of DFT [83, 84] . In DFT+DMFT method, DFT calculates the hopping matrix elements of the underlying lattice model for realistic materials, while singlesite DMFT calculates a frequency-dependent self energy and the corresponding spectral functions. DFT+DMFT method can describe many dynamical correlated phenomena, such as Mott state and correlation-driven band reduction. More importantly, if Hubbard U and Hund's J parameters are correct, the band alignment based on the DMFT-calculated spectral functions is more accurate and reliable than that based on the DFT-calculated density of states. However, like DFT+U , DFT+DMFT method itself does not calculate the elementdependent U and J. Furthermore, the calculation of forces on atoms in complex solids within the DMFT method is still in infancy [11, 85, 86] . Therefore unlike DFT+U method, atomic relaxation is not feasible in DFT+DMFT method at this stage. Another important issue in both DFT+U and DFT+DMFT is the double counting problem. In both methods, the separation of DFT and extension raises the possibility that some interactions will be included in both parts and will therefore be counted twice, necessitating the subtraction of an additional double counting term. The physical properties calculated from DFT+U or DFT+DMFT sensitively depend on double counting, but unfortunately the exact form of double counting is unknown. In literature a widely used empirical double counting form is called fully localized limit (FLL) [87] . However, recent work [88] shows that the FLL double counting may lead to an inaccurate energy separation between metal d and oxygen p states in rare earth nickelates. However, how to improve the FLL counting in DFT+U and DFT+DMFT calculations is one of the biggest theoretical challenges of the methods.
Another two methods-hybrid functional [89] and GW [90] -have also been used in literature to calculate the electronic structure of complex oxides as an improvement over DFT.
The advantage of both methods is that they do not involve material-dependent parameters but both methods are very computationally intensive. Therefore the calculations using both methods are constrained to small systems and atomic relaxation is not practically feasible for complex heterostructures.
We note that in many strongly correlated materials, electronic structure and atomic structure are closely related. For example, VO 2 undergoes a coupled metal-insulator rutilemonoclinic transition [91, 92] . While it is still an on-going research topic whether the transition is primarily driven by electronic transition or structural transition, it is a classical example for strongly correlated materials that different atomic structures correspond to distinct electronic structures. For oxide heterostructures, atoms close to the interface generically move away from their positions in bulk constituents and charge transfer phenomenon is strongly coupled to the new atomic positions because they can significantly change the energy separation between metal d states and oxygen p states as well as hopping matrix elements and band widths [67] . Currently DFT and DFT+U methods can efficiently calculate forces on atoms in solids and therefore can perform atomic relaxation and obtain optimal atomic positions for complex heterostructures. However, strong correlation effects are either neglected in DFT or treated in a static mean field approximation in DFT+U . On the other hand, DMFT/hybrid functional/GW improve the calculations of electronic structure to different extent, but atomic relaxation is very difficult, if not possible, using these sophisticated methods. The compromising approach of using DFT/DFT+U to obtain the optimal atomic structure or simply using experimentally determined atomic structure, and then using DMFT/hybrid functional/GW methods to calculate electronic structure is currently preferred. A unified theory which can calculate both electronic and atomic structures for strongly correlated materials on the same footing is highly desirable but very challenging.
We finally note that while the calculation of many-body band offsets is a key theoretical challenge, measurements of charge transfer and band offsets in experiment can provide a key test of theories.
VII. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
We reviewed three major mechanisms for charge transfer in oxide heterostructures. In our classification, charge transfer can occur across oxide interfaces in order to compensate for 1) polarity difference, 2) occupancy difference and 3) electronegativity difference between two different transition metal oxides. We summarized representative examples for the first two mechanisms and present a more detailed review of important examples for the third mechanism. Table I provides a quick summary. We also reviewed the theoretical methods used to study charge transfer phenomena in oxide heterostructures and discuss the challenges we face in theory.
Oxide heterostructures have shown a plethora of properties which are not exhibited in their bulk constituents. Charge transfer is a very general and robust phenomenon that occurs to oxide interfaces. In the review, we highlight oxide interfaces in which charge transfer occurs to 3d transition metal ions. However, recent experimental progress makes it feasible to synthesize oxide heterostructures that contain 4d and 5d transition metal ions [93] . Charge transfer between 3d-to-4d or 3d-to-5d transition metal ions is a very interesting direction for future research, since spin-orbit interaction is stronger in 4d and 5d transition metal ions and the interplay between correlation effects and spin-orbit interaction will play a crucial role in charge transfer phenomena. While our review mainly focuses on (001) interfaces, the emergent phenomena identified in oxide heterostructures may also be present in mixed bulk materials, such as double perovskite oxides (e.g. see Section VD). We hope our review can stimulate further theoretical and experimental work to search for novel strongly correlated phenomena in oxide heterostructures. This figure is adapted from Ref. [67] .
